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1. PROBLEMS AND RESULTS 
We study the existence of nontrivial periodic solutions for the equation 
Utt - u,, 4- g(x, t, u) = 0, 
u(0, t) = u(n, t) = 0, 
u(x, t + 27c) = u(x. t). (1) 
where (x, t) E Q = (0 < x ( rc, 0 ( t < 2nJ. 
Let A be the selfadjoint extension of the operator Cl = (a’/&‘) - (2’/iix’) 
determined by (I). Its distinguishing eigenvalues are denoted by (A,), their 
multiplicity by M(Ai) and the corresponding eigenvector subspaces by (F,}. 
for iEL, where . ..<~..i(~_i+.(...<,~_,<~o=O(~,<...<~i ,C 
Ai < . . . . and M(AJ is an even integer. We write g(x, t, {) as 
g(x, t, t) = K + g,(x, t, 0 
and let 
G(x, t, 8 = j; g(x, t, q) dq, G,(x, t, 4 = (’ g,(x, t, 7) &I. -0 
Assumption (g). The function g(x, t, l) is strictly increasing and 
continuously differentiable in <, for (x, t, 0 E fi x (R l\(O)), and satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(g,,) conditions at infinity; there is a constant b = g’(co) such that 
lim g(x, t, r)/< = b < SCX, Ill-cc 
uniformly in (x, t) E 5. 
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(a,) inftx,,).o g;,[(x, l, <) > -4. In case b = --A_,, for some finite 
positive integer p, we further assume that: 
(b,) SUP(,,~,~)~~~~~ I g,(x, 6 01 GM, for SOme ~4 > 0; 
(~2) G,(x, t, r) --t f co as ( r] + co uniformly in (x, t) E fi; 
(go) conditions at zero: 
(9 g(x, 4 0) = 0, 
(x, t) E fin; 
and lim,,, +0 g(x, t, <)/c = +co, uniformly in 
(ii) in a neighborhood of 0, we have 
(a01 g(x, 4 b) - g(x, CT Cl) < g;(x, 6 (t, + LY2) (L -{,I for 
52>5,>OorO>,52>5,; 
(b,) g(x, t, et, + (1 - 8) &> > @(x, 4<,I + (1 - 0) g(xt f,t-J for t2 T 
<i > 0, t9 E [0, 11, and (x, t) E R 
for c&, t;, < 0, 8 E [O, 11, and (x, t) E fi; namely, g(x, t, <) is concave in 
(~5 R’ and convex in rE R-. 
Our main results are 
THEOREM 1. In addition to assumption (g), if the function g(x, t, 0 is 
odd in I& then problem (I) has infinitely many pairs of solutions which are in 
differenf orbits. 
THEOREM 3. As g is independent oft, under assumption (g), problem (I) 
has infinitely many solutions which are in d@erent orbits. 
Remark 1. An orbit of an element u is defined by 
G(u) = {u (0(x, t) = u(x, t + s) for some t E (0,27r)j. 
So u, and u2 are in different orbits means u, cannot be obtained by any 
translation of variable t from element u2. 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 is valid in the nonautonomous case, but Theorem 
3 cannot be because we make use of the index for S’ group action which 
plays an essential role in the proof. For simplicity of expressions we give the 
proof of Theorem 1 in the autonomous case, g = g(r). 
Remark 3. When resonance happens only at infinity, i.e., there is a 
constant g’(0) # 0 such that 
lim g(x, t, T)/< = g’(0) < +co 
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uniformly in (x, t) E fi, and g’(co) is equal to one of (-J. ..i}, as special 
cases of our theorems, we get some lower bounds on the number of solutions 
which extend Amann and Zehnder’s results [ 11. See our Theorems 2 and 4. 
2. VERIFICATION OF THE PALAIS-SMALE CONDITION 
Given the duality argument [4,5], problem (I) is equivalent to the 
variational problem 
Z(u) =4 (Ku, u> + jj;, H(u) (1) 
in the real Hilbert space H= L’(B); where K =A -’ on R(A), the range of 
the operator A, and ,U~ = l/Ai, for i E H\(O} are the eigenvalues of K, and 
H(t) = 1‘; h(s) d s, where h(s) is the inverse function of g, i.e., h[ g(s)] = s. 
(From now on, we do all the arguments in the simple form g = g(r).) Then 
we get 
h(s) = as + h,(s), (2) 
where a = l/b, h,(s) = -(l/b) g, [h(s)]. Let H,(t) = lb h,(s) ds. 
It is easy to see that 
H,(t)=fh,(s)ds=++Qz(s)jds 
0 
= ; j”“’ g,(t,) g’(t,) dt, 
"0 
- ’ =- b r h(f) g,(t,)[ g + g;(t,)l dt, . 0 
= - 6”’ g,(t,) dt, - $ j;“) gl(t,> &,@,I 
h(t) h(t) 
=- 
i g,@,)dt, -& Is,Wl’ . -0 0 
So, by Assumption (g,), 
H,(t) -+ aJ as t-03. 
Thus the function h(t) satisfies 
Assumption (h). The function h(t) is strictly increasing and continuously 
differentiable in iR, and the following conditions hold: 
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(h,) conditions at infinity: 
,ffma h(t)/t = a = l/b < co, and a#0 -t 
(a;) h;(t) > --a, Vt E R’; 
In case a = -psp, for some finite positive integer p, we furthermore have: 
(bk) Ih,(t)j GM’ for some M’ > 0 and Vt E I?‘; 
(c&J IHl(W 03 as ItI + co; 
(ho) conditions at zero: 
(i) h(0) = 0 and h’(0) = lim,,, +, h(t)/t = 0; 
(ii) in a neighborhood of zero, say (-26, 26), we have 
h(s) - h(t) 2 h’((s + t)/2)(s - t) 
for 
26>s>t>O and o>s> t>-26. 
Let M, = inf,,,,, Ih’(t)l: then M, > 0 as 6 # 0. 
Remark 4. As an example, h(t) = ItlkP’ t satisfies the condition (h,)(ii), 
for any integer k > 0. Or, alternatively a function g, which is equal to 
Itl ilk- ’ t in a neighborhood of zero, satisfies condition (gJ(ii). 
LEMMA 1. Under Assumption (g), the functional Z(u) satisfies the 
Palais-Smale condition. . 
ProoJ: Suppose the sequence (u,} E R(A) possesses properties 
I&I)l~ MT I’@,) = Ku, + Ph(u,) + 0, 
where P is the projection of H onto*R(A). 
Case 1. a G --{,u-~}, Vj. Then for given E > 0, there is a c > 0 such that 
lI~~~~-~‘~~~~ll,<~lI~ll+~. 
Let a = mini [h’(a) +pei). Then a > 0. Take E = ia. We get 
lI~‘(u,)lt = IIKu, + h’(a) u, + Ph(u,) -h’(a) u,II 
> IIKu, + h’(a) %I1 - IIPW,) - h’(a) %lI 
So I’(u,) + 0 implies II u,, )I bounded. 
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Case 2. h’(o3) = -ppk = a. 
Let N be the kernel of operator K + al; it is a finite dimensional space. 
Let N be the orthogonal summation of subspaces F_ I ,..., F-.,+ , , and N _ 
be the subspace R(A) 0 {N @ NP }. Any u E R(A) can be denoted as 
u=u”+u+ +u-=u”+u’, U’=U+ +u , 
whereu’EN,u+EN’,andu~EN-. 
Step 1. (u,‘}, (u;} bounded. 
From Z’(u,) + 0, we get 
Let a’=fmin(la+~u,_,I,la+~u,+,/}. Then 
/I~‘(~,)l/~ II ,SlI~~‘ll~~Il*--‘//~,‘l/~ 
We get u,’ boundedness. The same argument holds for (u; } boundedness. 
Step 2. {u”,} bounded. 
=+((K+aZ)u:,,u;)+ @z,(u~+Bu;)u; + (‘fH,(u;). 
._ . . 
The first two terms on the right-hand side are bounded. So I_(_ H,(uL) is 
bounded. According to 19, Remark 1.121, H,(u”)-, co as l/u”11 + co for U” is 
in finite dimensional space. Thus we get Ij U: /I boundedness. 
Henceforth, in both cases, the sequence (u,} is bounded. There exists a 
weakly convergent subsequence of {u,} (denoted for simplicity by {u,,} )
converging to an element U. By the compactness of the operator K, the 
sequence Ph(u,) is strongly convergent. So we get 
/.I’ Ih(u,) - h(u,)](u, - urn)-+ 0 as n, m --t co. 
2 LI 
Now we are going to prove 
/Iu,-uu,I/+O as n,m+ co. 
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For any given E > 0, take 6 > 0 so small that 
16a2 mes 0 < fc 
and that condition (h,) holds. 
Our discussion takes up 3 cases. 
Case 1. Iu,l<26, Iu,l,<2~. 
We get 
Case 2. Ju,I > 26, (u,( > 26. 
(i) u, > 26, u, > 26 (or 24, < -26, u, < -26). We get 
jj Iwl) - wn>I@n - %l) = jjj h’(u, + m, - %J)(u, - u,J2 
because Iu, + fI(u, - u,,J > 26. Thus there is an integer N, such that 
jj I% - %z12 < l/M28 jj [WI) - w4n)1(u, - %rr> < i& 
as n, m > N, . 
(ii) 24, > 26, u, < -26 (or u, > 26, 24, < -24. We get 
= il [h(u,) - h(26) + h(26) - h(-26) + h(-26) - h(u,)](u, - 24,) 
> lli‘ [M,,(u, - 46 - 24,) + h’(6) 26 + h’(4) 26](u, -u,) 
+ jj 4&M, -M,,)@, - u/n) > M, jj (%I - %d2. 
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So there is an integer N, > 0 such that 
(I’ (% - %J* < -$ jj (0”) - wJ](u, - u,) < f E ._ s 
as n, m > N?. 
Case 3. Iu,l> 26, /u,I < 26 (or Ju,/ 2 26, /u,I < 26). 
(i) 24, > 26, 26 > u, > 0. 
We have 
= If [ h(u,) - h(26) + h(26) - h(u,)](u, - u,) U” 
> If)_ [!I’(26 + B(U” - 24)(U, - 26) 
. . 
+ h’((26 + U,)/2)(2~ - %JI(U” - %I) 
> [1_ [M,,(u, - 26) + M,(26 - qJl(U” - %J > MS I_( (%I - %J*. . “, .I 
So we get 
li (2.4, - u,y < fe as n,m>N?. 
(ii) u, > 26, -26 < urn < 0. 
We have 
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>M26 II [(%I - %J2 + (%I - 2w4, - &Jl 
a M2, jj (u, - hJ* - 46M28 jj (% - %>* 
Therefore there exists an integer N, > 0 such that 
!I1 (4 - hJ* < ( & + &) jj w,) - h(u,j)(u, - u,) < fE 
as n,m > N,. 
Take N = max{N, , N,, N3}. Summing up, we have 
The lemma is proved. 
Remark 5. In Assumption (g), condition (g,) can be weakened, in case 
b # {-l-j}, Vj E N +, as follows: 
(kk> ILil + rl < g(-% 4 6)/l < IL-ll- V, for all ItI > to > 0, for 
some q > 0 and some i E N + , uniformly in (x, t) E a. 
In fact, as in Case 1 of the proof of Lemma 1, we obtain 
where E =a -q, a: = (I,K~] - ],~_,l)/2 > 0 and it implies llZ’(u)ll > 
IIKu + l(lLil + lPpiLll)/21 4 - IIph(u) - ICI/--i1 + lP-i-~l)/2] 4 > 
(~-E)JIuI(-cC~II/U)I-C. Th ere ore we still can verify the (P.S.) condition f 
and Lemma 1 is valid in this case. 
3. THE ODD CASE 
First we state a theorem which provides us with a proper class of sets to 
find the critical values of a given functional and which is first studied by 
Clark [6]. 
Let 
K, = {u I Z(u) = c, Z’(u) = 0). 
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THEOREM A. Let I E C’(H, If?) with I even and Z(0) = 0. Zf I satisfies 
the P.S. condition and 
--03 < bj E dzrf 
I 
“,llf: I(U) < 0, 
then bj is a critical value of I. Moreover, if 
--oo < bj= . . . = bj+p-, = b, YW,) a Pq 
where Z is the collection of A c H\(O) with A closed in H and symmetric 
with respect to the origin, and 
ri= {A ECIy(A)2jJ; 
where y(A) is the genus of the set A E C. For the basic properties of genus, 
see 181. 
When the function g(t) is odd, our functional Z(U) is even with Z(0) = 0 
and satisfies the P.S. condition. Thus to prove Theorem 1, we need only 
point out that there are infinitely many bj satisfying 
--oo < bi < 0. (3) 
Suppose k > 0 and 
IL/ < h’(a)< liu-r+,l. 
Let E, be the orthogonal summation of subspaces F- ;, i = l,..., k - 1, and 
M& mi) = M(,Ipi), the multiplicity of pi. We claim that (3) holds for all 
j>j, + 1, j, = C”Z: M@-i). 
Step 1. By condition (h,), there exist a constant c > 0 for given I: > 0 
such that 
+(h’(m) - E) t2 -c < H(t) < ;(h’(co) + e) t2 + C, dt. (4) 
Denote the component of an element u E H in subspace Fi by u’, i E B. Take 
.r E E;, then we get 
Z(u) = ;(Ku, u) + fl’ H(u) 
. . 
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Choose E small such that h’(co) - E + ,u-~ > 0, then 
I(u) > -c. 
According to the basic properties of genus, however, we know that A E rj, 
j >j, + 1 implies that 
A nE:#0. 
Then we have 
sup I(U) > -c. 
UEA 
so 
bj>-c as j>j, + 1. (5) 
Step 2. For arbitrary integer m > 1, let E, be a subspace of the 
orthogonal summation F-, @ ... OF-,,,+, such that the element in E, has 
nonzero component in each subspace F-i, i= I,..., m - 1. Thus m - 1 < 
dim E, ,< m, = 2::; M(u-~). From condition (h,)(i), for given E > 0 there is 
a 6 > 0 such that 
for all 1 s ( < 6. Since E, is a finite dimensional space, all norms for the space 
are equivalent; there exists a constant c > 0, depending on E,, such that 
Ilull LSD(R) G cII u lILwI~ T VuEE,. 
We choose p > 0 so small that cp < 6; then 
for u E E, and 11 ZJ IILZ(nj < p. Thus we obtain 
m-1 
For any given m > 0, choose E > 0 (thus we determine p) small such that 
(7) 
E < IP-,+1l* 
Therefore we have 
I(u) < 0 (8) 
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foruES,nE,.TakeA=S,nE,;theny(A)~m-landb,.,<O.Form 
is arbitrary; this proves (3) for j >j, + 1. Even if some of the b,i are equal, 
we get the existence of infinitely many solutions from Theorem A. 
Finally, we should show that there indeed exist infinitely many 
distinguished solutions, i.e., they are not produced by translations of the 
variable t. Amann and Zehnder [l] proved the following lemma in finite 
dimensional space and it is easy to see that it holds in our case. 
LEMMA 2. 
y( G(u) U G(a)} < 2. 
Proof: First we note that G(u) is a closed set. If G(u) n G(-u) = 0, then 
G(u)U G(-u) E ,X for any u # 0 and y(G(u)U G(-u)} = 1. If G(u)n 
G(-u) # 0, suppose --u = TsOu and u has period 2n/m. Then u = Tzsou. so 
without loss of generality, take s,, = z/m. In this case, G(U), G(-U) unites as 
an orbit and is in C. More precisely, 
G(u) U G(-u) = (u 1 c(x, t) = u(x, t t s), for s E (0,2s,)}. 
Define a map @: G(u) U G(-u) -+ C’\(O) by 
Q(u) = eris:so as c’ = u(x, f + s), 
then 
q-u> = qqu(x, t + s + s(J) = -@(II). 
So CD E C((G(u)u G(-u)}, S’), S’ c R’\{O}. By the definition of genus, 
Y(IG(~)U G(-u)l) < 2. 
Suppose C, = C,,, = ... = Cn+j = C; then y(K,) > 3, j 2 2. It implies that 
K, consists of infinitely many different orbits by Lemma 2. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 6. b, -+ 0, as k + co. The proof is almost the same as that in (8. 
Theorem 3.37 1. 
Now suppose the resonance only happens at infinity, namely, we have (g{,) 
instead of (go). It implies that 
jinp(l)li=h’(O)=& 0 < h’(0) < +m. 
So the function h’(t) has a positive lower bound p 
h’(l) >P for all t E. IFi. (9) 
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Thus we get 
(h(u) - h(v))(u - v>  P II 24 - u II2 for U, u E R(A). 
In this case, the Palais-Smale condition is easily verified for the functional 
I(u)* 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the function g is odd and conditions (g,) and (gk) 
are satisfied, and for some m > 0, k > 0, m # k, 
IA-,I> g’(O) > lL+,l (10) 
ILl > kT’(~)> IL+1l. (11) 
Problem (I) has at least N nonzero pairs {u, -u} ofperiodic solutions which 
are on different orbits, where N is the number of different eigenvalues of K 
contained in the interval (g’(O), g’( oo)) as g’(0) < g’(a) or (g’( oo), g’(O)) 
as g’(m) < g’(0). 
Proof. From (2), (lo), (1 I), we have 
IL,I < h’(O) < IP-,+,I (10’) 
k-/c/ <h’(a~)Gl~-,+,l. (11’) 
(i) When m > k, i.e., h’(0) < h’(a), it is readily seen that 
--Co <bj<O (12) 
for j=j, + l,..., m,. Then, by m, -j, - 1 > 2(m - k - 1) = 2N, applying 
Theorem A and Lemma 2 we get the results. 
In fact, inequality (6) now is replaced by 
lH(s) - h’(O)s*l < es* for Is/ < 6. (6’) 
Take E, = F-, @I . . . 0 F++ i. As we argue for obtaining (7), we get 
H(u) < f (h’(O) + 6) II u II2 (7’) 
for u E E,, ll~llL~cn, < p. Since (lo’), we can choose E small such that 
P- ITI+1 + h’(0) + E < 0, and obtain p > 0 and 
I(u) < %b+, +h’(0)+E)lIu(12 <O 
for u E S, n E,. This means bmO < 0. From the definition 6, < b, as k < n, 
so bj < 0 asj= l,...,m,. Combining this with (6) gives (12). 
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(ii) When m < k, i.e., h’(0) > h’(a), the proof cannot be done by 
simply considering the functional -I as Amann and Zehnder [ 11 did because 
we are working on infinite dimensional space R(A). 
Instead of using Theorem A to count the number of solutions we use 
another theorem due to Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz (2, 9 1. 
THEOREM B. Let I E C’(E, R) be even with I(0) = 0 and satisfy the P.S. 
condition. Suppose that: 
(1) There are constants p, a > 0 and a j-dimensional subspace I?, of E 
with (topological&) complementary subspace Ez such that I > 0 on 
(B,nE,)\{O) and Z>a on aB,n&. 
(2) There is an m (>j) dimensional subspace E of E and a constant 
R > 0 such that Z(u) < 0 if u E l? and l/uII > R. Then I possesses at least 
m -j distinct pairs of nonzero critical points. 
Remark 7. In this case, the critical values are positive. 
where the sets /i, are defined as follows: 
Ak = (Kc H/K is compact, symmetric, and Y(K n h(3BI)) > k 
for all h E A * } 
and 
A*=(hEC(H,H)Ih’ IS an odd homeomorphism of H onto H 
withh(B,)cJ,UB,}. 
Here B, = {x E H / l/xl/ < p), 2, = (X E H 1 I(U) > c). 
Proof (Verification of Condition (2)). Let E; be the orthogonal 
summation of subspaces Fpi, i=l,...,k, and q,=min~{/h’(co)+~ $. 
/h’(O) +pu,, , I). Then there is a c > 0 such that 
+(h’(co) - EJ u* -c 
G ~~H(~)~;(h’(~)+~,)Ilul/*+c, Vu E R(A). .i 
For u E E{, we get 
k 
I(u) = + \‘ - 
i- 1 
LllU-‘I12+ riH(u)~fCu_,+h’(o3)+E,)Ilu/*+c I. 
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so 
I(u) -+ -al as (Ju/( + co. 
Therefore there exists a constant R > 0 such that 
I(u) < 0 as IIuI/ >R. 
TakeA=S,nE;. Then &~)=C:=,M(,K~) and 
sup I(u) < 0. 
UEA 
Thus condition (2) is satisfied for E’= E{. 
Verification of condition (1). Let (E;)’ be the orthogonal summation of 
subspaces Fpi, i = l,..., m, then El is a subspace with codimension 
CF= r M(,K~). Try to estimate the lower bound of the functional I(U) on ES. 
According to (9), we get 
H(t) > $lJt’ forall tER’. 
Let 
a’ = f@‘(O) - EJ. 
We assume, without loss of generality, for some integer I > 0, 
IP-rl <PC IP-,+,I. 
Let E, be the orthogonal summation of subspaces F-,, i = m + l,..., 1 - 1, 
and Ef = ES 0 E,. Then any u E E; can be denoted by 
u = u, + u*, u, E E,, U,EEf 
Now we estimate I(U) for u E ES, 
Z(u) =f (Ku, u> + jj fw) 
I-I 
= f x P-i IlU;‘ll’ + f f/--i )IU;il(2 
??I+1 I 
+f~PilIU1112+ jjlu,GsH(u)+ jj H(u) 1 IUI>S 
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+ @/yen (I~II’ +l~212)--fa’/2).(lI]~,>*lui2- W2)/~/lU,~,~lUj” 
\ 
a@ -m- 1 +~‘~II~,l12~~CU~,+P)llU2112 +taq~;y2 
In terms of the inequality 
we get 
We choose c large enough that 
((0’ -/WC) < 3.x, +P). 
Let a0 = tmin{b-,,-, + (I’/, i /p-[ +BI], then a0 > 0 and 
I(u)>ao((ul(Z+ C4-u’)(1 +‘) .’ 
2 .il,,, >6 ‘UI’L. 
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meslh f) I Ilull > 6) < (l/S’) 11412~ 
Now note that ur is in a finite dimensional subspace. Therefore we have 
for some M, > 0. As )I u 1) < p, we have 
and 
Jj 1~,12111412 < @p* mes{(x, t> I IuI > S} ~ Mip* lUl>S /1412 --Jr’ 
Choose p small enough that 
(a’ -P)(l + c)M;p2 
62 =a,- 
Then we obtain (13). Therefore, 
as 11 u 1) < p. Thus condition (1) is satisfied for I?, = (Es)’ and i?, = Ei. 
We verified all the conditions in Theorem B and get at least 
CY=k+ 1 MCu-i) nonzero pairs of solutions. Then by Lemma 2, there are at 
least N = m - k solutions in different orbits. Theorem 2 is proved. 
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4. NONODD CASE 
We shall make use of an index theory, which is first developed in [7] by 
Fade11 and Rabinowitz with the aid of cohomology theory and which is 
given recently by Benci [ 31 in a somewhat different form. The latter is 
suitable for our case. 
Let G be the S’ group acting on complex Hilbert space I? through unitary 
operators 
T,u = u(x, t + s) for s E [0, 27-c). 
A set A is invariant if T,u E A for u EA. A functional Z(u) is invariant if 
I(T,u) = I(u). A map @ is equivariant if @(T,u) = T, D(u). 
Let C, be the collection of all the closed invariant subsets. 
DEFINITION OF G-INDEX. A set A E C, is said to have G-index i(A) = k 
if k is the smallest integer for which there is a continuous 
map Cp: A -+ ck\(O} which satisfies the following equivariance property: 
@(T,u) = eins@(u) for u EA and all s E (0.2~) 
for some n positive integer, where Ck is a k-dimensional complex space. If 
for any finite n, such a map does not exist, we get i(A) = +co. Moreover, we 
set i(Q) = 0. 
The trouble in applying this index theory is that this group is not fixed- 
point free, i.e., 
H,(G)={u~HIT,u=u,foralls~ 10,271)) 
is not empty. 
For a real Hilbert space H, acted on by S ’ group, we simply make a 
complex Hilbert space i;i = H + iH and let 2 = A + iA. Define i(A) = i(A). 
Thus we have 
PROPOSITION( 3 1. Let H be a real Hilbert space acted on by the S’ group 
A.BEC, andu,u,EH. Then: 
(1) if v/ is an equivariant continuous map from A to B, i(A) < i(B): 
(2) if y is a homeomorphic equivariant continuous map from A to B, 
i(A) = i(B); 
(3) B c A implies i(B) < i(A); 
(4) AnH,#a impfies i(A)= co; 
(5) i(G(u)) = 1 $ u @ H,; i[G(u)] = 00, if u E H,; 
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(6) ifK E E, compact there is a neighborhood N,(K) E .?Y, such that 
i(N,(K)) = i(K); 
(7) if 1 < i(A) < co, A consists of infinitely many points which are on 
dtflerent orbits; 
(8) let H, be a 2n-dimensional subspace, and s:” be the unit sphere in 
H,, if H, n H, = 0, i(sf”) = n; 
(9) ifA,,A,Ez;,, i(A, tA,)<i(A,)ti(A,). 
Moreover, ifA, nA, = 0, i(A, t AI) = max{i(A,), i(A,)}; and 
(10) i(A,\p,)~i(A,)-i(A,nA,). 
When an invariant functional satisfies the P.S. condition, we can find an 
equivariant and homeomorphic flow qt(x) which ensures Theorem A’, a 
correspondence of Theorem A, holds. Since the proof is about the same as 
that of Theorem A, we do not give the details. For references, see [3, lo]. 
THEOREM A’. Let Z E C’(H, IR) with Z invariant and Z(0) = 0. Zf Z 
satisfies the P.S. condition and 
--oO =Cj=t$j S,llJ Z(U) < 0, 
then cj is a critical value of I. Moreover, if 
-co <cj=..-=cj+p-,=cc, YW,) > P, 
where Zj = {A E 2, / i(A) > j}. 
It is easy to see that the functional Z(u) = 4 (Ku, u) t II H(u) is invariant, 
so Z’(u) is equivariant. Furthermore, we observe several facts. 
Fact 1. All the eigenvectors (dki} 1;” of operator K constitute a base of 
space R(A), i.e., {sin jx}; {sin jx sin kt}, {sin jx cos kt); j = 1,2,..., 
k = 1, 2,...; the corresponding eigenvalues are {l/j’} and (l/(j” - k’)}. So all 
the eigenvalues { l/(j’ - k2)} are of even multiplicity. 
Fact 2. H, = {u E Hlu is independent of variable t}; so H, n R(A) is 
the subspace spanned by {sin jx}, j = 1, 2,...; and 
Fact 3. K, n H, = 0 for all c # 0. 
For this fact, we note that problem (I) has no solution independent of 
variable t except u E 0 when function g(t) is strictly increasing by the 
maximum principle. And a function u is a solution of Z iff v = g(u) is a 
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critical point of the functional I [4]. Then the corresponding functional Z(u) 
has only critical points which are really dependent on t except u = 0. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose A E r”, II > m; A ~7 H, = 0 and a subspace E with 
EinH,=0anddimE1=2m. ThenAnEEf. 
Proof. Suppose A n E = 0. Let P be the projection of space H to E . 
Projection P is equivariant and 0 6? P(A), the image of set A under map P. 
Define a map Y: P(A) -+ s, by W(V) = v/II v 11, where s, is the unit sphere in 
EL. Thus li/ is an equivariant map and by Proposition 1, Eqs. (3). and (8). 
n < i(A) < i[ ty o P(A)] ,< i(s ,) = m, 
a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 3. According to Theorem A’ and the proof of 
Theorem 1, we only need to verify (5) and (8) for c.~. 
Let E, be the same subspace as that which we take in the odd case. Then 
by the argument in step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1, we have 
I(u) > -c as uEE;. 
Take any AEr’,j>j,+l; if AnH,#0, by Fact& AnEt#0; if 
A n H, = 0, by Lemma 3, A n Ef # 0. So in both cases, we get 
sup I(U) > -c. 
UEA 
This gives (5) for cj. 
Now, by the same argument as in step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1, take 
E,; we have 
I(u) < 0 
for u E S,. Let S, be the sphere in E, with small radius. Then we get (8) for 
c.~. Theorem 3 is proved. 
Remark 8. cj + 0, asj-+ co. So we have infinitely many solutions which 
are really geometrically different. 
At last, we claim that there is a correspondence to Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose the function g is independent of t and satisfies 
condition (g,), (g;) and inequalities (10) and (11). Then problem (I) has at 
least N nonzero periodic solutions which are in dtflerent orbits, where N is 
the same number as in Theorem 2. 
We first state a correspondence to Theorem B. 
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THEOREM B. Let I E C’(H, F?) be invariant with I(0) = 0 and satisfy the 
P.S. condition. Suppose that: 
(1) there are constants p, a > 0 and a 2j-dimensional subspace <, of E 
with (topologically) complementary subspace E”, of E such that H, c E, and 
Z>OonB,n~E”,\{O}andI>aonaB,nE,; 
(2) there is a 2m (m > j) dimensional subspace l? of E and a constant 
R>OsuchthatI(u)<OifuEl?andIJuII>R,andl?nH,=~~~. 
Then I possesses at least m -j distinct nonzero critical points. 
Remark 9. The proof of this theorem is almost the same as that of [9, 
Theorem B]. The critical value cj can be obtained by the same formula as we 
quoted in Remark 7, but we change the sets A * of the function h E C(H, H) 
and require that the function h is equivariant with respect to the group S’. A 
bit of care should be taken for the existence of the set H,. And Lemma 3 
ensures the conclusion. 
Proof of Theorem 4. According to fact 2, we take i?, = (Ei)l, i?, = ES 
and l?= E; (for the choice of subspaces ES and ES; see the proof of 
Theorem 2). All the conditions in Theorem B’ will be readily verified for our 
functional Z(u) = f (Ku, u) + I‘( H( u as we did in proving Theorem 2. ) 
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